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a
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Abstract
The solar radiation data is crucial for many solar applications. In this regard, this manuscript analyzed and compared
the correctness of ground station data with data from the PVGIS. Empirical equations were adopted to build software.
This software calculates the global, direct, diffuse, and rates of solar radiation data on two axes. The result of the analysis
was employed to assess the compatibility, dependability, and conﬁdence of these types of data. The comparison showed
that vastly variations in some curves from dawn to sunset. In sum, every site exhibit variation in solar radiation station
rates. These results could serve as a starting point for users of solar data when analyzing the expected uncertainty for a
given data.
Keywords: Solar radiation, Empirical equations software, Pyranometer, Ground station

1. Introduction

S

olar systems usually contain a receiving surface
that collects solar radiation, such as photovoltaic systems or solar collectors [1], to determine the
optimal orientation of this surface. Therefore, it is
possible to estimate the amount of solar energy
collected by surfaces of different orientations.
Actually, collecting energy has many difﬁculties.
The incident angle of sunlight during the day varies
continuously. The sunlight rarely encounters a stationary surface directly because different components of radiation (direct, scattered, and reﬂected on
the earth) reach the surface from different angles
[2,3]. According to the variation of climatic conditions, the availability of these various ingredients
varies, too [4,5].
The hourly horizontal plane data must be transformed into tilt plane surface radiation data to
perform an accurate mathematical framework [6].
The software consists of a set of equations based on
solar equation data used to simulate sizing the solar
thermal or photovoltaic systems professionally [7].

The radiation formulas and mathematical models
are very proﬁtable for understanding the important
factors that affect rooftop solar collectors [8,9].
Measurements in the horizontal plane are usually
the ﬁrst step in determining solar radiation on inclined surfaces. Solar radiation is generally
measured by two main types of instruments, pyrheliometers, and pyranometers [10]. The pyrheliometer measures the solar radiation as a direct beam
with a small part of the radiation from the sky
around the sun's disk. Generally, sunlight passes
through a glass window toward the thermocouple (a
device that converts heat into electricity) [11]. The
generated electrical signal can be recorded and
converted into W/m2. The pyrheliometer window
acts as a ﬁlter that allows sunlight to pass only in the
(0.3e3.0) mm range. A pyranometer is a device that
measures total solar radiation (including scattered
and direct) coming from a planetarium in a horizontal plane. This means that the device must give
an unbiased response to radiation from all directions. It consists of a thermal sensor that is horizontally oriented and a glass dome that limits the
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wavelength range. The glass dome keeps viewing at
180 and protects the thermal sensor from air convection. A radiometry system is a set of techniques
for measuring electromagnetic radiation. A radiometer is a device used for measuring different
types of electromagnetic radiation.
For instance, the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) and the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) regulate the pyrheliometer measuring parameters.
The pyrheliometer must mount on top of a device
that tracks the sun's path because it only 'sees' the
solar disk.
Pyranometer is a sensor that transforms the solar
energy received into an electrical signal processed
by other computerized devices. It measures a speciﬁc section of the solar spectrum. Pyranometer is
concerned with the cosine angle of solar radiation.
The energy received perpendicular to the sensor
(i.e., at 0 from the zenith refers to 1000 W/m2
[12,13].
Broadband solar irradiance is commonly
measured with radiometers. Radiometers are ﬁtted
with thermal detectors, because of their relatively
consistent spectral sensitivity, across the complete
solar radiation spectrum. A number of variables can
alter the measurements. These variables include
changes in temperature (the equipment is positioned outdoors where the temperature can range
from ( 20 to 70) Co. Other variables like wind, rain,
and snow affect the measurements, too [14,15]. The
measurement of the diffuse and global radiation
incident on a horizontal surface is usually done by
agencies such as the National Weather Service
(NWS). For this purpose, the measurement network
uses multiple sources of information. These sources
include numerical weather models, ground measurements, and satellite imagery [16]. Numerical
Weather Prediction (NWP) models are built on dynamic equations that predict atmospheric changes
for several days that differ from initial conditions
[17]. All other models are based on the numerical
weather prediction (NWP) model, which is global
and covers the entire earth. The model equations
and inputs are determined on a three-dimensional
grid extending perpendicular to the earth's surface.
This is because the global models are computationally intensive. To dispose of high-quality ground
measured series for the proposed solar resource
assessment study. An analysis of solar data is
needed to dispose of the correct time series of three
types of radiations; They are Direct Normal Irradiance (DNI), Diffuse Horizontal Irradiance (DHI),
and Global Horizontal Irradiance (GHI) [18,19].
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Best practices must follow two levels of quality for
reliable, accurate, and completeness of solar radiation measurements [20]:
A - Quality Control: Preparation towards data
collection during measurement and transmission
process.
B - Quality Analysis: Quality assessment assurance and enhancement. Quality analysis procedures established by the Baseline Surface
Radiation Network (BSRN) and Atmospheric
Radiation Measurement Program (ARM) from
Paciﬁc Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL)
for ground-measured radiometric data will be
applied.
These analyses will be carried out to identify and
correct measurement errors. A report with the main
incidents and data registered curves will be provided to the customer, allowing corrective control
actions. A good performance of the station during
the measurement campaign is essential to obtain the
correct information on the solar radiation behavior
throughout the year [21].
Geostationary Earth-orbiting (GEO) and LowEarth-orbiting (LEO) satellites have two distinct
orbits. Geostationary satellites are those that orbit
above the equator at a constant altitude of around
36,000 km and are hence referred to as geostationary
satellites. Satellites in low earth orbit small satellites
in low Earth orbit circle around the earth in a circular path, collecting data as the planet rotates on its
axis. To put it another way, in one 24-h period, an
orbiting satellite can "see" the whole world twice. At
36,000 km altitude, GEO satellites appear to be stationary above the equator because their orbital
period equals the earth's rotation. A geostationary
satellite's ﬁeld of view is ﬁxed, so it sees the same
area day and night. This is great for observing cloud
patterns with visible and infrared radiometers. The
constant viewing angles with the high temporal
resolution are hallmarks of geostationary images.
Generation (Meteosat-7), Meteosat Second Generation (MSG), Multifunctional Transport Satellites
(MTSAT), and Geostationary Satellite Server
(GOES), as well as atmospheric data from terra and
aqua polar (LEO) satellites [22,23]. The main advantages of the use of images from GEO satellites
are the following [24]:
- The GEO satellite simultaneously sees large
areas of terrain, allowing it to know the spatial
distribution of the information, as well as
determine the relative differences between one
zone to the other.
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- When the information available (satellite images) belongs to the same area, it is possible to
study the evolution of the values in one pixel of
the image or a speciﬁc geographic zone.
- It is possible to know past situations when there
are satellite images recorded and stored
previously.
Geostationary Earth-Orbiting satellites can give a
temporal resolution of up to 15 min and spatial
resolution of up to one kilometer. Satellites take
photos over broad areas and at high time resolution,
allowing cloud identiﬁcation and forecasting [25,26].
Further processing of this data yields a forecast for
the spatial variability of solar radiation data at
ground level. Hourly satellite-derived irradiation is
more accurate than ground-based measurements
for sites more than 25 km from a ground station. As
a result, combining data from satellites and ground
stations to estimate the earth's solar radiation could
be a realistic option for maintaining a well-functioning electric grid [27,28].
All those who rely on data of the greatest quality
can do so with a certain degree of assurance. If data
quality is high, users will be able to generate more
effective results. Accuracy of data is crucial because
erroneous data leads to inaccurate conclusions. If
the expected outcomes are incorrect, time, money,
and resources are wasted. Accurate data increases
the conﬁdence required to make better decisions,
improves production, efﬁciency, and marketing, and
reduces expenses. Researchers want precise or
reliable study processes so that study results are
applicable and signiﬁcant. For all reasons
mentioned above, this study emphasized studying
the validity of the data of solar ground stations used
in more than one site.
In order to rely on these data, the accuracy of the
ground measurement data must be compared with
high accuracy data such as empirical programming
equations and validated with satellite data.
Furthermore, to obtain conformity behavior from
the sunrise to sunset data. This will give reliable,
accurate data to be adopted in the analysis of solar
applications.

2. Experimental work
A research methodology was developed to
compare the data of these ground stations for
measuring solar radiation accuracy by building a
Software program that uses the relationship of the
empirical equation to calculate the rates of solar
radiation mathematically. The software program
was written in the programming language using the

visual basic net language. This software program
calculates the different values of solar radiation
(global, direct, and diffuse) and rates of solar radiation in two axes and all values related to the sun,
such as solar angles, daylight hours, and air mass.
This software program depends on the mechanism
of work for calculating solar radiation rates on the
entry of information sites such as latitude, longitude, and altitude above sea level, the standard
longitude of the local time zone, the solar constant,
the tilt angles of surface, the date of the day and the
number of the month in the year. The amount of the
solar constant where its value is 1367 (W/m2). In
addition to comparing the data of these ground
stations with high-accuracy satellite data, the PVGIS website data was approved for its accuracy and
reliability. The four days of the seasonal solstice in
the year (3/21, 6/21, 9/21, and 12/12) were adopted to
compare the data for these days. The solar radiation
data from ground stations in (W/m2) units were
distributed on ﬁve sites distributed on the Iraqi
map, which have the latitude and longitude:
-

Site
Site
Site
Site
Site

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

(32 19ʹN, 47 .28ʹE)
(31 .58ʹN, 46 .33ʹE)
(32 .41ʹN, 43 .54ʹE)
(31 .57ʹN, 44 .46ʹE), and
(31 .4ʹ N, 44 18ʹE).

3. Results and discussion
This discussion is devoted to the results and discussion of the ground station data and comparison
with other solar radiation data. And then explain the
match the ground stations with the software program calculations and satellite data. In our work,
solar radiation data were collected and typeset from
ﬁve ground stations to measure solar radiation,
which is distributed in several locations on the Iraqi
map, according to the following latitude and
longitude:
-

Site
Site
Site
Site
Site

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

(32 19ʹN, 47 .28ʹE)
(31 .58ʹN, 46 .33ʹE)
(32 .41ʹN, 43 .54ʹE)
(31 .57ʹN, 44 .46ʹE), and
(31 .4ʹ N, 44 18ʹE).

In order to compare the accuracy of the solar radiation rates data for these stations, the four days of
the seasonal solstice were adopted in the year (21/
3,21/6, 21/9, 21/12).
For the ﬁrst site, we can notice from Fig. 1a that
there is a correlation between the two types of data,
but a clear contradiction occurs in the data of the
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Fig. 1. Comparison between the measured and calculated data of solar
radiation with time for site 1, in (a) 21/3, (b) 21/6, (c) 21/9, and (d) 21/12.

ground station at 10 o'clock, and the reason may be
attributed to the weather conditions that the measurement station was exposed to, including clouds
activity. Both curves continue to decrease until
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sunset. In Fig. 1b, the two curves indicate the
behaviour of the two types of data, which clearly
indicates a shifting between two curves, and the
shape of the curve represents the ground station
data, where the curve takes a concavity pattern
starting from 11 o'clock until 16 o'clock The behavior
of this curve indicates the effect of the sensor on
weather factors, including attenuation to the solar
radiation beam. In this ground station, there is some
perfect alignment between the base level sensor
with the base station.
This shifting in Fig. 1b is clearly between the two
curves when the altitude angle of the sun and the
incidence angle of solar radiation change from one
month to another, and the base level of the sensor
are tilted towards the west.
In Fig. 1c, the two curves appear identical from the
beginning of recording the solar radiation data until
the middle of the day, as the ground station data
curve begins to move away from the other curve and
takes a different pattern and is recorded to measure
the solar radiation less than the other curve, starting
from 11 o'clock until 15 o'clock as attenuation to
solar radiation, maybe by clouds activity. Fig. 1d
represents a good ﬁt for both curves. The curves
show the same behavior as hourly solar radiation
rates from sunrise to sunset.
The results of the ﬁrst site showed that the ground
station was affected at times by installation factors,
and this caused a shift in the curves of the ground
data measurements. This shift between the two
curves appears in Fig. 1c, and this shift will change
the determination of the time of sunrise and sunset,
as well as the time of the peak at midday; as for the
other ﬁgures, it appears between the two curves that
one of them is behaving outward and the second
inward, and this determines the ﬁeld of view of the
solar sensor. But it seems that the matter is different
in site 2; it can be seen clearly that both curves
behave the same and that there is a good match
between them, except in Fig. 2b, d, there is a little
shift at the peak of the curve to ground station
measurements and may be attributed to the base
level of the sensor and status of ground station
installing respectively. This indicates that the reliability and accuracy of this station's data are very
good.
Fig. 2 shows the comparison between ground
station measurements and calculations of the program in time periods for site 2.
In site 2, the shift between the two curves appears
for more than a month, and there is a tendency for
this shift toward the west; this shift does not specify
midday with high accuracy because the installation
process for the station was not accurate in this site.
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Fig. 2. Comparison between the measured and calculated data of solar
radiation with time for site 2, in (a) 21/3, (b) 21/6, (c) 21/9, and (d) 21/12.

Fig. 3. Comparison between the measured and calculated data of solar
radiation with time for site 3, in (a) 21/3, (b) 21/6, (c) 21/9, and (d) 21/12.

Fig. 3 shows the comparison between ground
station data and space data for four times periods
for site 3.
Curve's behavior is not the same all the time.
There is a shift of the ground station curve in

Figures a, b, and d. As for Figure c, it appears that
there is congruence between the two curves because
of the difference in the angle of elevation of the sun
this month, and the solar radiation sensor does not
sense this difference at the top of the curves.
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The behavior of the two curves in this site 3 is
similar to the two curves in site 2. The shift towards
the west means the same errors in the setting of the
solar radiation sensor for the station.
This shift is less in the 9th month and increases in
the other months due to the height or lowest of the
solar elevation angle and its conformity with the
level angle of the solar sensor.
In Fig. 4, the comparisons for site 4 showed that
the curves have the same behavior in hourly solar
radiation rates from sunrise to sunset, the drop in
ground weather station measurements due to the
weather status, that there is an activity of clouds
after midday of the site on this day in Fig. 4a and the
agreement in behavior to hourly solar radiation
from sunrise to sunset in Fig. 4b. But there is a
shifting in the peak between the two curves due to
attributed to the alignment of the station with the
solar radiation sensor. Fig. 4c shows the two curves'
same behavior to hourly solar radiation rates from
sunrise to sunset. But in this case, the difference in
the peak of the curves disappears. The reason could
be the difference in the angle of elevation of the sun
and its perpendicularity with the sensor. So, the
sensitivity to the difference will be lower in the
event that the sensor is not aligned with the station
base. Fig. 4d shows the behavior of two curves in
this site, the matching hourly solar radiation rates
from sunrise to sunset. The difference in the peaks
of the two curves disappears due to the decrease in
the angle of elevation of the sun and perpendicular
to the sensor, so the sensitivity to the difference
between the peaks of the two curves is small.
In this site 4, the shift between the two curves is
rare. There is a shift for the 3rd and 6th months and
an agreement for the 9th and 12th months. This
conﬁrms that the alignment base station and the
level solar sensor are incompatible.
In Fig. 5, the comparison between ground station
measurements and calculation of the program for
site 5 showed the same behavior to hourly solar
radiation from sunrise to sunset for all months. But
the differences between the two curves for this site
are less than for other sites, and the reason for the
alignment of this station is more accurate.
In this site 5, it appears that in the two curves'
behavior as the station curve, its outward behavior
is more than that of the mathematical program
curve, and this means that there is a difference in
the ﬁeld of view of the solar sensor from sunrise to
sunset that differs from the ﬁeld of vision of the
other of the sensors sites.
To observe the differences between the accuracy
data between the Station Measurements (SM) and
the closely Calculated Program (CP) data, Table 1.
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Fig. 4. Comparison between the measured and calculated data of solar
radiation with time for site 4, in (a) 21/3, (b) 21/6, (c) 21/9, and (d) 21/12.

shows these differences on a 21/6 day. The data of
the 21/6 day was selected for low radiation attenuation this month, which shows that one of the reasons for these differences is due to errors in the
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Fig. 5. Comparison between the measured and calculated data of solar
radiation with time for site 5, in (a) 21/3, (b) 21/6, (c) 21/9, and (d) 21/12.

alignment of the station sensor, as well as the
weather conditions surrounding the station.
It is necessary to combine data for the ground
station with multiple sources of data in order to
estimate solar radiation rates for high accuracy solar
radiation. The following ﬁgures show the comparison between the PVGIS data and the data from ﬁve

ground stations used in this study to evaluate the
data accuracy: from all ﬁgures seen rapprochement
between two data, specialists in the sixth and ninth
months for all sites. That is, the clarity of the atmosphere in these months and low attenuation in
them; due to attenuation in these months and variations in diffuse solar radiation rates, there is little
variation in solar radiation values in the third and
twelfth months.
Fig. 6 shows the hourly solar radiation rates for
the 3rd (a), 6th (b), 9th (c), and 12th (d) months for
the site1 in the (32 .19ʹ E 47 .28ʹN) site. It is clear
there is some difference between curves because the
atmospheric attenuation for solar beam in this
month from the clouds, humidity, and the diffuse
beam is large in these times; the Figure shows a
close between them on the clear days in this month.
Fig. 6a shows the ground station's solar radiation
rates are the highest than the satellite solar radiation
rates because the ground station rates data are real
data, but the satellite data is processed, and the solar
sensor is cleaner. Fig. 6b shows the great close of the
two curves, and may the solar sensor be dusty, while
the peak ground station data rates are lower than
the satellite data rates this month due to the dustiness of the radiation sensor in Fig. 6c. Due to the
cloud activity, Fig. 6d, the curve station data rates
are lower than the satellite data rates.
We note from Fig. (6aed) that the greater the
quantities of processed data and for long periods
completed for the month's data. The less the percentage of shifting between the data of the two
curves and a massive difference between the two
curves do not appear as it appears in the one-day
data as it appears in the comparison between the
two curves data of the ground station and the of the
mathematical program data.
The differences that appear relatively between the
ground station data and the satellite data are caused
by the mathematical processing of the satellite data
for long periods and considerable amounts of data,
unlike the ground station data, which is realistic.
It is important to compare satellite data and
ground station data to show the differences between
them; Fig. 7aed show the hourly solar radiation
rates for the 3rd, 6th, 9th, and 12th months in site 2.
The curves have a close correlation.
The ﬁgures in site 2 show that the rates of solar
radiation for the ground station for three months
(3rd, 6th, 12th) are relatively higher than the rates of
solar radiation for the satellite data, except for the
9th month it is lower, and the reason is as we know
that in the summer months there is an amount of
accumulated dust on the solar sensor, which attenuates the solar radiation beam reaching the solar
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Table 1. Shows the differences between the Station Measurements (SM) and the Calculate Program (CP) data on 21/6.
Date 21/6
Tilt Angle 0
Position




32 .19'N-47 .28'E
31 .57'N-44 46'E
32 .41'N-43 .54'E
31 .44'N-44 .18'E
31 .19'N-46 .33'E

Sunrise
SM (hour)

Sunrise
CP (hour)

Sunset
SM (hour)

Sunset
CP (hour)

Peak SM
W/m2

hour

W/m2

hour

7.10
7.10
7.10
7.10
7.10

6.57
6.55
6.57
6.55
6.57

19.10
16.10
16.10
16.10
16.10

16.17
16.16
16.17
16.17
16.17

Cloudy
889-3
955
8912
1007.1

12.1
12.1
13.1
12.1
12.1

9484
952.1
945.5
956.7
945.3

12.1
11.1
11.1
11.1
12.1

sensor, and this also shows the same behavior in
most other sites. However, the difference in the site
of the ground station and the data of every month
for each station and comparing it with the satellite
data can give an indication of the accuracy of the
data of the ground station and the possibility of its
adoption in various solar energy applications.
Fig. 8ed show the hourly solar radiation rates for
the 3rd, 6th, 9th, and 12th months in site 3; it looks
that the curves are coming to a close, and there are
some diffuse beams and clarity for this site.
In some curves, it may be noted that there is a
difference in the rates of solar radiation station at
midday, and the reason may be due to the cleanliness of the sensor in this site and the absence of dust
accumulation on it, as it recorded the highest rates
of solar radiation, which appeared clearly different
from the PV GIS data.
In site 3, a clear difference appears in the solar
radiation rates between the two curves, especially at
midday for the three months (3rd, 6th, 12th), except
for the 9th month it is less due to the climate conditions for this site which differs from other sites
and increasing of the amounts of dust. The behavior
of the monthly curves is almost identical on all sites.
The solar radiation rates for site 4 are shown in
Fig. 9, which illustrates the hourly solar radiation
rates for the 3rd,6th,9th, and 12th months from
sunrise to sunset. It is clear from these ﬁgures that it
has the same curve patterns and some close
correlation.
In some curves in Fig. 9, there may be a clear
difference between the data, the reason is that the
PVGIS data takes the data for a long period of time,
so it is regular in its change with the days of the
month, while the station data record data for a
shorter period of time, so the ﬂuctuation in the data
is clearer.
It is noted in all curves that the same behavior for
all sites in the two comparisons that there is an effect on the alignment of the ground station base
with the solar sensor level, which determines the

Peak CP

solar sensor ﬁeld of view, and thus its effect on the
rates of solar radiation and determining midday,
sunrise, and sunset.
Fig. 10 shows the hourly solar radiation rates for
the 3rd,6th, 9th, and 12th months in site 5. Due to
the diffuse solar beam or the clarity and accuracy of
PVGIS data on this site, there are some differences
in curve behavior at midday.
Although site 5 is more suitable in two curves in
both comparisons, it is also possible to notice a
simple difference between the two curves in both
comparisons for determining the amount of the
solar radiation rate at midday because there is a
difference in determining the peak in the middle of
the day, for the same reasons for installing the
ground station in all sites.
In order to clarify some of the differences closely
between the accuracy data of the Station Measurements (SM) and the PV GIS data, Table 2 shows the
data for the 6th month. It was selected for low radiation attenuation this month. There are some
differences due to errors in the alignment of the
station's sensor as well as the weather conditions
surrounding the station.
The variations between the accuracy data of the
Station Measurements (SM) and the PV GIS data
vary from location to location, as shown in Table 2.
This could be a result of the variable atmospheric
conditions that affect the solar radiation in those
regions.
It is clear from the area under the two curves in all
sites in both comparisons lack of difference in the
daily, monthly, and annual solar radiation rates if
the ground station data is utilized in applications
that do not require accuracy in determining the time
of sunrise, sunset, and midday.
From the daily and monthly behavior of the data
of the ground stations in all the sites, we can
determine the most suitable site for solar energy
applications, especially photovoltaic and thermal
solar energy applications, in the face of climatic
conditions and the amounts of increasing dust.
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Fig. 6. a. The ﬂuctuation of the solar radiation rate of the ground station
data compared to the PVGIS data for site 1 in the 3rd month. b. Fluctuation and some match in the ground station data relative to the PVGIS
data for site 1 in the 6th month. c. Some match solar radiation rates for
the ground station data compared to the PVGIS data for site 1 in the 9th
month. d. The ﬂuctuation of the solar radiation rate of the ground
station data compared to the PVGIS data for site 1 in the 12th month.

Fig. 7. a. High solar radiation rates in the middle of the day for the ground
station data compared to the PVGIS data for site 2 in the 3rd month. b.
Relative match between ground station data and PVGIS data for site 2 in
the 6th month. c. Close of in the behavior between ground station data with
PVGIS data for site 2 in the 9th month. d. A clear ﬂuctuation of the ground
station data compared to the PVGIS data for site 2 in the 12th month.
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Fig. 8. a. Height and ﬂuctuation in the data of the solar radiation rates
of the ground station compared to the data of the PVGIS for site 3 in the
3rd month. b. There is a match between the behavior of the ground
station data with the PVGIS data at sunrise and sunset with a change in
the middle of the day for site 3 in the 6th month. c. There is a matching
between ground station data and PVGIS data for site 3 in the 9th month.
d. An increase in the solar radiation rates data for the ground station in
the middle of the day compared to the PVGIS data for site 3 in the 12th
month.
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Fig. 9. a. There is ﬂuctuation in the data of the solar radiation rates of
the ground station compared to the PVGIS data for site 4 in the 3rd
month. b. The matching between ground station data and PVGIS data
for site 4 in the 6th month. c. The matching between ground station data
and PVGIS data for site 4 in the 9th month. d. There is ﬂuctuation in the
data of the solar radiation rates of the ground station compared to the
PVGIS data for site 4 in the 12th month.

836.4
831.3
836.6
831.3
853
11.52
12.37
12.22
12.37
11.52

(hour)
W/m2

841.1
913.2
962.2
913.3
1002.2
18.20
18.20
18.20
18.20
18.20
18.52
18.37
18.52
18.37
18.37

Peak PVGlS

W/m2

(hour)
Peak SM
Sunset PTGIS (hour)
Sunset SM (hour)

5.22
5.22
5.22
5.22
5.22
32 .19'N-47 .28'E
31 .57'N- 44 46'E
32 .41'N-43 .54'E
31 .44'N-44 .18'E
31 .19'N-46 .33'E

Sunrise PVGIS (hour)
Sunrise SM (hour)
Position

Tilt Angle 0

Date 6th Month

Table 2. Shows the difference between Station Measurements (SM) and the PV GIS data in the 6th month.

Fig. 10. a. There is a match between the behavior of the ground station
data with the PVGIS data at sunrise and sunset with a change in the
middle of the day for site 5 in the 3rd month. b. There is a match between the behavior of the ground station data with the PVGIS data at
sunrise and sunset with a change in the middle of the day for site 5 on
the 6th of the month. c. The matching between ground station data and
PVGIS data for site 5 in the 9th month. d. There is ﬂuctuation in the
data of the solar radiation rates of the ground station compared to the
PVGIS data for site 5 in the 12th month.

12.10
12.20
11.40
12.10
11.50
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5.20
5.20
5.20
5.20
5.20
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4. Conclusions
Accurate and reliable solar radiation data is
necessary to compare the solar radiation data coming in from different sources to determine their level
of accuracy. It can conclude that a simple correlation
between the data of the ground station and the
program and the PV GIS data, the reason for the
difference between the accuracy of the data for these
sources is related to technical reasons for the
ground station. The accuracy of this data can be
relatively adopted in the estimation process in
multiple applications for some stations, including
solar energy applications, if the data is processed to
overcome errors. For reliable measurement results,
the quality of the installed measuring devices must
be carefully considered, as in the classiﬁcation of
pyranometers. These ground stations need regular
maintenance, cleaning, alignment, and docking of
the solar sensors to obtain accurate data. The three
data sources can be combined to improve the accuracy of station data.
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